The Airetrak 1A Advantage™ programmable bathroom fan control can be set to run the bathroom fan on a constant low flow, or a duty cycle every hour on the hour for a time and fan speed set by the occupant. It features a full flow override for either 20 or 40 minutes when either the fan or fan/light button is pressed. At the end of the override, the fan will return to its’ duty cycle. Equipped to operate bath fans with, or without a light, it features an LCD clock and comes in the color white. Requires a Decora switch plate. (not included)

Features a full function 24 hour clock display with independent fan and light control. Can switch up to 3.0 amps and has a 5.0 amp field replaceable fuse. Choose from a wide range of programming capabilities. Your program is maintained in the event of a power outage. The Airetrak 1A Advantage carries a one year warranty.

**Specifications**

- **Input**: 120VAC 60 Hz
- **Maximum Power**: 300 Watts
- **Dimensions**:
  - Mounting Flange: 4 1/8” x 1 3/4”
  - Housing: 2 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 1 5/8”

**WARNING**: State and local electrical codes may require that the Airetrak 1A Advantage™ be installed by a licensed electrician, check with your local code officials before installing. Some ventilation equipment should not be used with a solid state speed control. Please check with the manufacturer. **Not for use with (AFCI) arc fault circuits.**
Programming the Airetrak 1A Advantage™

1. To set the clock: Push the Power button. Hold both the Fan/Light and Fan Only buttons down until the LCD starts flashing (about 5 seconds). The Fan/Light button will adjust the time up. The Fan Only button will adjust the time down (holding either of these buttons down will adjust the time more quickly). After the time is set, push the Power button again. This will set the time into memory.

2. To program the Time Set (TS): This determines how many hours each day the Advantage will operate the fan, either 24 hours or 12 hours. The 12 hour period can be from 6AM to 6PM or from 6PM to 6AM. Push the Power button again. Push the button marked TS the display will show the default or current setting. To change the setting, push the Fan/Light or Fan Only button to shift from "24", "12+4AM", or "12+4PM".

3. To program the Speed Set (SS): This determines the speed at which the fan will operate. 1 is full speed. As you go higher in number, the fan speed will be lower. Push the button marked SS twice. The display will show 1-12. To change the speed, push the Fan/Light or Fan Only button to set your number.

4. To program the Duty Cycle (DC): This determines how many minutes of each hour the Advantage will operate the fan. The time is in 5-minute intervals. Push the button marked DC twice. The display will show 5, 10, 15 minutes etc. To change, push the Fan/Light or Fan Only button to set the run time.

5. To program the Override (OVR): This determines how long the fan will run at full speed when either the Fan/Light or Fan Only button is pressed. 1 is continuous, 2 is 20 minutes and 3 is 40 minutes run time. Push the button marked OVR twice. The display will show 1, 2 or 3. To change the override, push the Fan/Light or Fan Only button. The programming is now complete. The display will flash for 15 seconds, then return to the clock display.

6. After programming is complete and if you wish to hide the set buttons, apply the vinyl tape to the face of the Airetrak 1A Advantage in such a way that the button holes are covered.
   - The program will now run the fan at the top of the hour at the speed and duration you have set.
   - To avoid having the Fan or Light time out, restart the timer by pushing the Fan/Light button twice.
   - If you just want to leave the fan running for the 20 or 40 minutes Override when exiting the bathroom, push the Fan Only button.

The Airetrak Advantage after a Power Loss

When power is restored to the Airetrak Advantage after a power loss and left untouched the clock auto resets to 12AM and will flash for 10-15 seconds before going dark. The Advantage must be turned back on by pushing the Power button. The program will NOT be lost. The Time Set, Speed Set, Duty Cycle and Override settings remain as they were programmed. If the power loss is approximately 45 seconds or less the clock may not need to be reset.

Please keep this in mind that if the clock is never re-set to the correct time the only thing that will be noticeable after turning the POWER back on is the clocks readout is wrong. The Airetrak Advantage works the same way as it was programed. It will run at the top of every hour using the same program that the installer has set it for.
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Limited Warranty:

If, within the period of one year from date of purchase the Airetrak 1A Advantage™ (the product) is defective or malfunctions in normal home use, Tamarack will repair or replace the product at its discretion without charge for labor or materials. On power is responsible for shipping charges. Conditions, exclusions, and limitations - This warranty is subject to the following conditions, exclusions and limitations. This warranty does not cover problems resulting from installation, operation or maintenance that has been undertaken other than in accordance with the instructions. This warranty does not cover problems resulting from defects in or caused by associated equipment (furnaces, solaria, etc.); from repairs or modifications attempted by persons other than Tamarack; from abuse, accidental or shipping damage, acts of God. This warranty does not apply to the product used outside the United States, its territorial possessions and Canada. Except as set forth above, no express or implied warranty is given or authorized by Tamarack, and all other such warranties are expressly disclaimed. Any warranty or merchantability of fitness for any particular purpose shall be limited to the warranty hereunder, moreover, any liability of Tamarack for the product shall be limited to the replacement of the product. In no event shall Tamarack be liable for any incidental damages or for any consequential property or commercial damages, irrespective of the cause thereof; occurring either during or after the warranty period. Including without limitation any damage to any part of a building or its contents. Note: Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages and some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. So the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state. Proof of purchase required.